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Galaxy clusters can efficiently convert axion-like particles (ALPs) to photons. We propose that
the recently claimed detection of a 3.55–3.57 keV line in the stacked spectra of a large number
of galaxy clusters and the Andromeda galaxy may originate from the decay of either a scalar or
fermionic 7.1 keV dark matter species into an axion-like particle (ALP) of mass ma . 6 · 10−11 eV,
which subsequently converts to a photon in the cluster magnetic field. In contrast to models in
which the photon line arises directly from dark matter decay or annihilation, this can explain the
anomalous line strength in the Perseus cluster. As axion-photon conversion scales as B2 and cool
core clusters have high central magnetic fields, this model can also explain the observed peaking of
the line emission in the cool cores of the Perseus, Ophiuchus and Centaurus clusters, as opposed to
the much larger dark matter halos. We describe distinctive predictions of this scenario for future
observations.
Recently two analyses have appeared which claim the
possible existence of a photon line at E ∼ 3.55 keV, based
on stacked data from galaxy clusters and also from the
Andromeda galaxy [1, 2]. In [1], the line was found in the
stacked spectrum of 73 galaxy clusters independently in
observations with the XMM-Newton PN and MOS in-
struments to a high (4-5σ) statistical significance. Af-
ter dividing the full sample into the three subsamples
(Perseus, Coma+Ophiuchus+Centaurus, and all others),
the signal was found in all three subsamples by the MOS
instrument, by PN in the ‘all others’ subsample, and
also with Chandra observations of the Perseus cluster.
In reference [2], a similar line was found at 3.5 keV in
the XMM-Newton data of the Andromeda galaxy and
Perseus cluster.
Perhaps the most exciting interpretation of this line is
as originating from dark matter decay to produce pho-
tons. This has been discussed in the context of ster-
ile neutrinos, axion-like dark matter, axinos and excited
states of dark matter [3–16].
However, there are aspects of this potential signal that
are inconsistent with the interpretation as dark matter
decaying directly to photons.
1. The signal found from the Perseus cluster is much
stronger than the signal found from other galaxy
clusters. A line arising from dark matter decay to
photons can only trace the quantity of dark matter
in each cluster. This makes a clear prediction for
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the relative magnitude of signal from each cluster.
However, the effective inferred dark matter decay
rate from Perseus is a factor four to eight greater
than for the stacked sample of clusters (depending
on whether the centra 1
′
is included or not, and
depending on whether XMM or Chandra data is
used).
2. The effective inferred decay rate for the nearby
bright clusters Coma, Ophiucus and Centaurus is
also at mild tension (1.8σ) with the effective in-
ferred decay rate for the stacked sample of more
distant clusters.
3. Perseus is the archetypal cool core cluster, and
in Perseus both XMM and Chandra observations
show a large fraction of the signal arising from the
cool core at the very center of the cluster. In the
analysis of [1], excising the central arcminute — a
radius of approximately 20 kpc — removed around
half the inferred signal for the XMM MOS detec-
tor. The cool core arises from the collisional cooling
of the central dense ICM gas and is on far smaller
scales than that of the dark matter halo. As the
physics that leads to the formation of the cool core
is entirely astrophysical, any signal from direct dark
matter decay to photons should not peak on these
scales.
4. The line signal from a stacked sample of three
nearby bright clusters (Coma, Ophiuchus and Cen-
taurus) is also dominated by emission from the cool
cores of Ophiuchus and Centaurus (note that Coma
is not a relaxed cluster and does not have a cool
core). As above, the extent of the cool core is set
by astrophysical processes and will not trace the
dark matter distribution.
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2Such features, if persisting in a fuller subsequent analysis,
would be inconsistent with an interpretation of the line
in terms of dark matter decaying to photons.
In this paper we propose a model which can recon-
cile these features with a dark matter origin of the 3.55
keV line. Our proposal is that the dark matter decay
generates a monochromatic 3.55 keV line for an axion-
like particle (ALP), which then converts into a 3.55 keV
photon in the magnetic field of the galaxy cluster.
The existence of axion-like particles is theoretically
well motivated. The QCD axion is by far the most plau-
sible solution to the strong CP problem of the Standard
Model. Axion-like particles frequently arise in compact-
ifications of string theory [17–19] and there is an active
experimental program searching for their existence [20–
22]. The observability of axion-like particles is set by
their coupling to photons,
a
M
E ·B ,
which implies that ALPs convert to photons in back-
ground magnetic fields. For massless ALPs, M is
bounded by M & 1011GeV.
The intracluster medium of galaxy clusters is pervaded
by large-scale turbulent magnetic fields. The existence of
these magnetic fields is established from observation of
synchrotron emission from clusters in the form of radio
halos, minihalos or relics, and from Faraday Rotation
Measures of background radio sources with the cluster
as a Faraday screen. These measurements imply that
cluster magnetic fields are generally B ∼ O(µG), with
larger values of B ∼ O(10 µG) found near the center
of cool core clusters. The magnetic field is multiscale,
with typical coherence lengths L ∼ 1− 10 kpc which can
extend to L ∼ 100 kpc.
This intracluster medium can in fact be an efficient
convertor of ALPs to photons (e.g. see [23–25]). For
M ∼ 1011 GeV, a massless ALP with X-ray energies will
have a conversion probability that is at or close to the sat-
uration level of 〈Pa→γ〉 = 1/3, although with stochastic
variations that depend on the line-of-sight realisation of
the magnetic field. Any significant source of X-ray ALPs
in a cluster can then generate an appreciable source of
X-ray photons.
The conversion of X-ray ALPs to photons in the Coma
cluster has been studied in detail in [25]. Many string
theory scenarios of the early universe predict a dark ra-
diation cosmic axion background in the 0.1−1 keV wave-
band, originating from moduli decays in the early uni-
verse. Such axions can convert to photons in the clus-
ter magnetic field, generating a broad excess X-ray flux
which may explain the long-standing excess in soft X-rays
from many galaxy clusters [26–28], which is particularly
well established for the case of Coma [27, 29–31].
In [25], axions were propagated through a full 20003
simulation of the magnetic field of the Coma cluster us-
ing the magnetic field parameters determined in [32] as
a best fit to Faraday Rotation Measures. For this case of
the Coma cluster, it was found that for an axion-photon
coupling M ∼ 1013 GeV, the central conversion proba-
bility of a 3.55 keV axion was Pa→γ ∼ 10−3. This prob-
ability scales as
(
1013GeV
M
)2
.
As described in the original papers [1, 2], if the 3.55
keV line is produced by dark matter decaying directly
to photons, the dark matter lifetime is τ ∼ 1028 s. As
the age of the universe is τ ∼ 4 × 1017 s, it is clear that
there is significant room for a shorter lifetime for decay to
axions τ  1028 s balanced by a conversion probability
Pa→γ  1. We impose a conservative value τ > 2 ·1019 s
for the dark matter lifetime [33].
A. Models for Axion Production
A monochromatic ALP can be produced by the decay
of either scalar or fermionic dark matter. For the scalar
case, an example is moduli dark matter, which can decay
to axions via the kinetic coupling
Φ
Λ
∂µa∂
µa .
This coupling has been considered in the context of dark
radiation in [34–37]. This induces decays of moduli to
ALPs with a decay rate of
ΓΦ =
1
32pi
m3Φ
Λ2
. (1)
The corresponding lifetime is then
τΦ =
(
7.1 keV
mΦ
)3(
Λ
1017 GeV
)2
1.85× 1027 s . (2)
An explicit string model with stabilised moduli which
features a very light modulus with these properties has
been derived in [38] in the context of type IIB LARGE
Volume Scenarios. The model described in [38] is char-
acterised by the presence of two very light moduli φ1 and
φ2 with masses:
mφ1 'MP 5/3  mφ1 'MP 3/2 (3)
with  =
m3/2
MP
 1. TeV-scale supersymmetry in this
model requires  ' 10−14, leading to the prediction:
mφ1 ' O(1) MeV and mφ2 ' O(10) keV. Similarly
to what has been recently proposed in [15], these light
moduli could not create any cosmological problem in
the presence of a primordial mechanism that suppresses
their misalignment during inflation [39]. In particular,
φ2 would have a life time of order τ ∼ 1027 s and could
account for most of the dark matter density without over-
closing our Universe.
For the fermionic case, a massive fermionic dark matter
particle ψ can decay to a fermion χ and an ALP as ψ →
χa via the coupling
∂µa
Λ
ψ¯γµγ5χ . (4)
3This generates a tree-level decay ψ → χa, with a rate of
Γψ→χa =
1
16pi
(m2ψ −m2χ)3
m3ψΛ
2
, (5)
which for mχ  mψ corresponds to a lifetime of
τψ =
(
7.1 keV
mψ
)3(
Λ
1017 GeV
)2
0.92× 1027 s . (6)
While this has been written for general fermionic dark
matter ψ, we see no reason this may not also exist for
the particular case of a massive sterile neutrino (as an
additional decay channel to νγ).
Although axions are generally weakly coupled to mat-
ter, when dealing with lifetimes τ > 1020 s, there is no
good reason to neglect axionic decay channels. Given
the often-considered range for the QCD axion of fa ∼
109 − 1012 GeV, we see that the axionic coupling con-
stants considered above are entirely reasonable from a
particle physics perspective.
B. Axion-photon conversion
Once an axion is produced, axion to photon conversion
occurs via the operator
a
M
E ·B . (7)
It follows that the morphology and strength of an ob-
served photon line signal is set by the magnetic field en-
vironment. At the simplest level, the signal scales as
the square of the magnetic field, although as we discuss
below the magnetic field coherence length and the elec-
tron density also play significant roles. It is this that
both distinguishes the predictions of our model from the
many variants of dark matter decaying directly to pho-
tons, and also allows it to explain aspects of the data
that are inconsistent with conventional explanations.
After including the operator (7), the linearised equa-
tions of motion for axion-photon modes of energy ω is
given by,ω +
 ∆γ ∆F ∆γax∆F ∆γ ∆γay
∆γax ∆γay ∆a
− i∂z
 |γx〉|γy〉
|a〉
 = 0 .
(8)
Here, ∆γ = −ω2pl/2ω, where
ωpl =
(
4piα
ne
me
)1/2
= 1.2 · 10−12
√
ne
10−3cm−3
eV
denotes the plasma frequency of the ICM. Furthermore,
∆a = −m2a/ω, ∆γai = Bi/2M , and ∆F , which will be
unimportant for the subsequent discussion, denotes the
Faraday rotation of photon polarisation states caused by
the cluster magnetic field.
Equation (8) is easily solved for a single domain of
length L with a constant magnetic field. Denoting the
component of the magnetic field transverse to the motion
by B⊥, the resulting conversion probability is given by
[40, 41],
P single domaina→γ = sin
2(2θ) sin2
(
∆
cos 2θ
)
, (9)
where tan 2θ = 2B⊥ω
Mm2eff
, ∆ =
m2effL
4ω , m
2
eff = m
2
a − ω2pl.
For ALP masses smaller than the plasma frequency in
the cluster, we can write m2eff = −ω2pl, and the angles θ
and ∆ evaluate to
|θ| ≈ B⊥ω
Mm2eff
= 5.0 · 10−4 ×
(
10−3 cm−3
ne
)(
B⊥
1 µG
)
×
( ω
3.55 keV
)(1014 GeV
M
)
. (10)
∆ = 0.015×
( ne
10−3 cm−3
)(3.55 keV
ω
)(
L
1 kpc
)
.(11)
In the small-angle approximation |θ|  1 and ∆  1,
the single domain conversion probability is simply given
by
P single domaina→γ =
1
4
(
B⊥L
M
)2
= 2.3 · 10−10 ×
(
B⊥
1 µG
L
1 kpc
1014 GeV
M
)2
. (12)
Given a model of the turbulent, multi-scale magnetic
field in galaxy clusters, equation (8) can be solved nu-
merically as was done in [25] for the particular case of
the Coma cluster. However, as noted in [25], many of
the features of the resulting conversion probabilities can
be already understood from the single-domain formula,
equation (9). Thus, we expect that for the purpose of
order-of-magnitude estimates and scalings, the conver-
sion probability in a cluster is sufficiently well approxi-
mated by
P clustera→γ (B¯, L¯) ≈
∑
i
P single domaini,a→γ
=
Rcluster
L¯
P single domaina→γ (B¯, L¯)
→ B¯
2LRcluster
4M2
, (13)
where Rcluster is a measure of the size of the cluster and
where, in the last line, we have imposed the small θ and
small ∆ approximation.
For axion masses ma  ωpl, the axion to photon con-
version probability scale like Pa→γ ∼ m−4a , thus rapidly
making the conversion process inefficient. For τDM &
2 ·1019 s, this constrains the ALP mass to ma . 6 ·10−11
eV.
4C. An X-ray line from an ALP line
In our model, the observed photon flux of the 3.55 keV
photon line from a source at red-shift z and luminosity
distance d(z) is given by
F =
ΓDM→a
4pid(z)2
(1 + z)
∫
V
ρDM
mDM
Pa→γ dV . (14)
Let us work out the coupling parameters required for our
model. An exact calculation requires the detailed mag-
netic field profile of the clusters that contribute to the
signal, to determine axion conversion probabilities when
propagated through the cluster. However, as an an ap-
proximate guide to parameters, we take those computed
for the central region of Coma, for which a massless ALP
with energy Ea = 3.55 keV will convert to a photon with
PComaa→γ ∼ 10−3 for M ∼ 1013 GeV.
Reproducing the 3.55 keV line by direct decays to pho-
tons requires a lifetime of τ ∼ 5 × 1027 s. We therefore
see that for decays to axions, we require
τDM→a ∼ 5× 1024 s
(
1013 GeV
M
)2
. (15)
Applying a conservative restriction τDM ≥ 2 · 1019 s,
we see that the line signal can be reproduced for M as
large as M ∼ 5× 1015 GeV. Note that even though our
model has in principle two free parameters τDM→a and
M , observations in terms of photon fluxes only depend on
τDM→a/M2. Hence, as far as Occam’s razor is concerned,
there is effectively only one free parameter in our model,
as there is in dark matter decaying to photons.
Combining the two processes (dark matter decay to
axions and axion conversion to photons), we see that re-
producing the observed signal requires(
Λ
2.7× 1014 GeV
)
=
(
2.7× 1014 GeV
M
)
. (16)
This holds for Λ & 5 × 1012 GeV (to ensure the dark
matter lifetime is τDM > 10
19 s) and M & 1011 GeV
(at which point the a→ γ conversion probability in clus-
ters saturates at 〈Pa→γ〉 = 1/3. This equation must be
read as an approximate relation. The actual values of the
axion-photon conversion probabilities will vary from clus-
ter to cluster depending on the cluster electron density
and the magnitude and coherence lengths of the magnetic
field in each cluster.
The central magnetic field in the cool core of the
Perseus cluster has been estimated at the relatively large
B ∼ 25 µG [42]. Centaurus is also a cool core clus-
ter, with a magnetic field estimated as B ∼ 11 − 25 µG
[43]. We were unable to find an estimate for the central
magnetic field for Ophiuchus (another cool core cluster),
although generally Faraday Rotation Measures indicate
∼ O(10) µG magnetic fields in the centre of cool core
clusters, e.g. for A2199 see [44]. In contrast estimates
of central field strengths for non-cool core clusters give
lower values: for example B ∼ 4.7 µG for Coma [32],
B ∼ 2 − 2.5 µ G for A2255 [45] or B ∼ 1 µG for A665
[46].
The central electron density of the Perseus cluster
at a radius of r ∼ 10kpc has been measured as ne ∼
3 × 10−2 cm−3 [47, 48]. It follows that one expects the
small angle approximation to be a relatively good ap-
proximation throughout the cluster.
D. Perseus
In this section, we provide a more detailed estimate of
the morphology of the 3.5 keV line as arising from axion-
photon conversion of a 3.5 keV ALP line, and compare
this estimate to the morphology of a line from decay-
ing dark matter. To this end, we will use a simplistic
model of the Perseus cluster magnetic field which we ex-
pect to correctly capture our main point: the flux from
axion-photon conversion decays much faster with radial
distance from the centre of the cluster than what can be
expected for decaying dark matter.
The flux from dark matter decaying directly into pho-
tons is given by
FDM→γ =
ΓDM→a
4pid2(z)
(1 + z)
∫
V
ρDM
mDM
dV . (17)
For the dark matter density in the Perseus cluster we
take a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
ρDM (r) =
ρ0
r/Rs (1 + r/Rs)
2 , (18)
with Rs = 360 kpc [49]. This completely specifies the
expected flux from dark matter decaying directly into
photons.
In contrast, to evaluate the photon flux arising from
equation (14), we need to estimate the conversion prob-
ability Pa→γ in the cluster. The electron density in
Perseus is well approximated by the double β-function
[47]
ne(r) =
3.9× 10−2 cm−3
(1 + (r/80 kpc)2)
1.8 +
4.05× 10−3 cm−3
(1 + (r/280 kpc)2)
0.87 ,
(19)
from which we note that even in the central r . 100
kpc cool core region of the cluster, the electron density
is no larger than ne ≈ 4 · 10−2 cm−3. In this region the
magnetic field can be expected to be turbulent over O(1)
kpc scales. It then follows from equation (11) that the
angle ∆ is maximised in the central region of the cluster,
but only leaves the small angle regime very close to the
centre. For a detailed discussion on the behaviour of the
axion-photon conversion probability in close to ∆ = 1,
we refer to [25]. Here, we simply note that the small
∆ approximation should be sufficient for our estimate of
the conversion probability in both the centre and more
remote regions of the cluster.
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FIG. 1: Radial profile of the conversion probability P clustera→γ
as a function of the distance R from the center of Perseus,
showing a sharp central peaking behaviour. The probability
is given in arbitrary units since we do not specify M , see (13).
As a simple model for the magnetic field in the cluster
we take
B(r) = B0
√
ne(r)
ne(0)
, (20)
where B0 = 25 µG with coherence length 1 kpc and
a cluster size of 1 Mpc. This is a deliberately simplis-
tic model compared to the actual turbulent, multi-scale
cluster magnetic field. Our purpose in using it is to il-
lustrate our key point: the photon flux in our scenario
exhibits a clear peak in the central region in which the
magnetic field is enhanced, see Figure 1.
E. Andromeda
An X-ray line signal has also been reported in [2] for
the Andromeda galaxy. While generally one would ex-
pect galaxies to have suppressed signals compared to
galaxy clusters, the actual calculation of the expected
flux from the Andromeda galaxy requires the actual mag-
netic field profile in Andromeda. As Andromeda is close
to edge on, with an inclination angle of 77 degrees, ax-
ions emitted from the dark matter halo will have signif-
icant passage through the Andromeda disk, where they
can convert to photons in the Andromeda magnetic field.
[50] estimate a central magnetic field in Andromeda of
B ∼ 50µG, and [51] report a coherent regular magnetic
field of B ∼ 5µG between 6 and 14 kpc from the centre
of Andromeda.
F. Predictions and Conclusions
The key feature of this scenario is that the observed
photon signal is a convolution of the dark matter density
with the magnetic field structure along the line sight.
Let us enumerate the distinctive predictions this im-
plies:
1. A signal strength, or inferred dark matter decay
time, that varies from cluster to cluster. While the
position of the line will be identical across clus-
ters (up to the redshift correction), the strength
will vary. Other aspects being equal, clusters with
larger magnetic fields will give larger signals.
2. Within a cluster, the strength of the line will
approximately trace the squared magnetic field
strength. For cool core clusters with high cen-
tral magnetic fields within the core, the line sig-
nal should peak at the core (assuming the electron
density does not significantly exceed 0.1 cm−3).
3. If a large stacked sample of clusters is divided into
cool-core clusters and non-cool-core clusters, the
central region of cool core clusters should give a
stronger signal (i.e. a shorter effective dark matter
lifetime) than the central region of non-cool-core
clusters.
4. In environments with high dark matter densities
but low magnetic fields, such as dwarf galaxies,
the line should be suppressed, with the dominant
contribution to axion-to-photon conversion coming
from the magnetic field of the Milky Way. For such
local dwarf galaxies, the signal should be stronger
for those closer to the plane of the Milky Way, and
also stronger for those at low values of galactic lon-
gitude |l| (so the axions pass through more of the
Milky Way before reaching earth).
5. For observations of the line from local spiral galax-
ies, the signal should be stronger for spiral galaxies
which are edge on to us compared to those which
are face on. For edge on galaxies, the axions pro-
duced by dark matter decay propagate through the
disk of their host galaxy, where the magnetic field
is largest and with the largest coherence scales. For
face on spiral galaxies, the axions reach us by prop-
agating out of the plane of their host galaxy. This
reduces their time spent in the magnetic field of
their host galaxy, reducing the conversion proba-
bilities.
These predictions will be made sharper by better knowl-
edge of the intracluster magnetic fields, as will be pro-
vided by for example LOFAR [52] and SKA.
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